A Modern Global Financial
Analysis Solution
D&B Global Financials
Gain deeper insights into financial performance of companies worldwide to make better
informed decisions and capture greater opportunity.
Doing business internationally can be a challenge. In today’s international business environment your customers and business partners
are often located in other countries. Understanding the financial performance of your customers, prospects, suppliers or partners is key
to assess the risks and opportunities of doing business together.
The problem? With each country having its own filing requirements and financial reporting standards, assessing their financial
performance in a uniform manner can be a real challenge. In addition, laws and filing regulations are subject to change which makes it
hard to maintain any harmonized views you may have created. With many businesses now seeking to optimise operating processes
using financial data to drive strategy and risk assessments, the disparity of international financial templates makes it complex to assess
financial data and drive decisions. That’s about to change with a new global financial analysis tool, created by a unique collaboration
between CRIF, Altares, TSR, & Dun & Bradstreet and the data of the D&B Worldwide Network: D&B Global Financials.
W H AT D & B G L O B A L F I N A N C I A L S O F F E R S
The new D&B Global Financials offers access to standardised Financial Statements for 47 countries, covering the major economies and
financial centres of the world, with additional coverage and expansion coming soon. Up to 5 years of history are offered with access to
65 standardised key financial elements from the Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss account and Derivations/Ratios.

YOUR BENEFITS
•

A standardized view of financial data across a comprehensive range of International markets, so no need to understand
complex local filing formats

•

Search, List, Analyze and export data across Geographies, Industries and Financial criteria to deliver consistent insight

•

Local views of financial statements remains available, to provide local granularity where needed

•

Maintenance of a standardized view, even when local filing requirements change

•

Work with the international currency of your choice, using live daily rates

•

Flexible Access via On-line user interface and Batch Data delivery

•

Create your own financial derivations and ratios so you tailor your analysis according to your own internal standard

D E E P F I N A N C I A L I N S I G H T T H R O U G H O U T Y O U R O R G A N I Z AT I O N

COUNTRY COVERAGE:

GLOBAL FINANCIALS ARE AVAILABLE FOR THE FOLLOWING 47 MARKETS:
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Brazil, Canada, China, Czech Republic, Denmark, Egypt, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
Hong Kong, Hungary India, Indonesia Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Malaysia, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Philippines, Poland, Portugal,
Romania, Russian Federation, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Taiwan, Ukraine, United Kingdom,
UAE, USA, Vietnam.

Want to learn more about D&B Global Financials?
Call your Account Manager or Customer Services today.
E csc@dnb.com.sg | T +65 6565 6161 / 6262
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Dun & Bradstreet helps companies around the world improve their business performance. The global leader in commercial data and analytics, we glean insight from data to
enable our customers to connect with the prospects, suppliers, clients and partners that matter most. Since 1841, companies of every size rely on Dun & Bradstreet to help them
manage risk and reveal opportunity.
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